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TOP 10 LIST OF MARKETING CAREERS
Work of a marketing manager- Conde Naste New York The work of brand advertising, ROI marketing, subscription marketing, and search marketing work
has to be executed by the marketing manager. This work demands a professional who has good analytical skills. The person must have an experience of 3
years in the field of research marketing. Director marketing professional required for spectrum brands Inc. A very good level of organizational skill is
demanded for this job. The communication and presentation skill should be excellent. A bachelor degree is a must but an MBA degree would be highly
appreciated. 7 to 9 years of experience in brand marketing is desired for this job. Location is Bridgetown MO. For whole food markets marketing specialist
is required Expected to adopt marketing strategies and oversee the food products for the customers. Regional marketing work is expected to be done by
them. The person must have an eye for detail and should be flexible if duties are modified to some extent. Internet marketing specialist required Canon
USA is looking for the above. The person must have some knowledge about product specific marketing in this case. He is required to coordinate with CIG
groups. A bachelor’s degree or an experience of 3 to 5 years is demanded for this work. Marketing coordinator required For CB Richard Ellis organization a
marketing coordinator is required. The person must be proficient with the use of PowerPoint and should have great interactive skills. It is expected that the
person should be able to analyze all kinds of business documents. For university of southern California a marketing coordinator is desired The salary has
been decided as 23 to 26 dollars per hour. The professional is expected to work with the marketing counsel and USC clinical enterprise since it has got to do
with the health industry. A minimum bachelor’s degree has been demanded for this job. For UC San Diego a director marketing and comm. Personnel
required. The Rady School of management is ready to pay an amount of $82,800 to $105,000 for the above post. A minimum graduate degree is required for
this job. Marketing/ communications spec A salary of $42,000 to $58,671 annually is being offered for this post by the top ranked university of California, San
Diego. A bachelor’s degree in communications is demanded with good exposure in public relations for this job. Consumer marketing manager Conde Nast’s
department of consumer marketing demands the above and a full time job is being offered to candidates who have experience in relevant field for 3 years.
Senior integrated marketing manager at Conde Nast The candidate must have great project management skill for the above full time post.

 


